
ALL MOVIE ON AMATEUR RADIO

IW2BSF  - Rudy Parisio

Nearly full list of the various FILM Amateur Radio on us, but have you noticed how 

the Yaesu FT 101 has appeared in many films ..... you see fit well with the criteria of 

Hollywood, hi!

"Andy Hardy" - 1938    the best OLD movie!

Father Andy Hardy (Lewis Stone) should send an urgent message to his wife in 

Canada where there e'nessun telephone service. Andy Hardy (Mickey Rooney) knows 

of a ham named Jimmy (Gene Reynolds).

  Jimmy  W8XCR with the call made contact with  DE3AVS.

"HAM RADIO" - 1939
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An amateur radio tries desperately to contact the police near the hut DeVinna, hoping 

that somehow a doctor can arrive before it is too late. The Brew House and the radio 

were used in the film.

Clayton Moore, in future is the  famous  Lone Ranger is a naval radio operator.

"The man in the city of boys"  -  1941 

is a sequel of a 1938 film. Whitey Marsh (Mickey Rooney) have a frequently 

conversation with his friend Pee Wee (Bobs Watson) on the ham radio frequencies.

"The Lost Weekend Contest" - 1945

Ray Milland in a epic war in 20 meter for a vanish QSL !

"Patrol on the Road" Radioactive - 1955

Adam is a radio device and brings it in landfills where Mel (an OM) will buy it for 
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spare parts. The announcer on the show was Art Gilmore - N6GKV

"S.O.S. LUTEZIA" - 1956     France

Actors: Jean-Louis Trintignant       title In USA: Dead Run (1961-98 ')

The crew of a trawler is the victim of a collective poisoning caused by spoiled food 

that forces men to be stationed in the North Sea. The desperate distress message is 

picked up by a radio amateur who gets in touch with a doctor. These, after making a 

diagnosis, communicates that to save mankind from certain death must administering 

a serum within a period of twelve hours. Following the intervention of two other 

amateurs, the serum is made available. The problem is to go and recover in East 

Berlin.

is the first apparition of the famous french actor  Jean Louis Trintignant.

"SI TOUS LES GARS DU MONDE" - 1956 France

It is a French film realized by Christian-Jaque, released in 1956. Film well known and 

that always serves the Promotion of Amateur Radio. Thanks to the Amateur Radio 

master of a vessel in distress save his crew. This film is dedicated to all radio 

amateurs of all countries of the world and all the nations of the world, share the 

freedom to communicate and the desire to live their passion. 
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"I that was teenager" - 1957 USA

A troubled teenager (Michael Landon) is fun and excitement after getting the license 

from OM.

"Blondie e Dagwood" - unknow year

The FCC knocking home of Blondie and Dagwood. Dagwood was sending music via 

radio with his rtx.
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"The spy of midnight" - 1966

Doris Day, had a radio in the closet and talk to his father in Catalina (Aurthor 

Godfree) this rtx used it to save on long distance calls, but the agency where he works 

thinks she's a spy. Doris Day use a COLLINS radio have some QSL cards and speak 

with "Pop" a real ham radio Arthur Godfrey, K4LIB !

"La tenda rossa" (Krasnaja palatka)   1970   

 directed by Mikhail. Kalatozov

The Red Tent (Красная палатка / Krasnaya Palatka) is a film loosely based on 

the events of the polar expedition of the airship Italy, commanded by General 

Umberto Nobile. The film received a Golden Globe nomination in 1972 for Best 

Foreign Film in English.

On 24 May 1928 the airship Italy, commanded by General Umberto Nobile flew 

over the North Pole. As the awful weather discouraged landing after launching the 

points of a cross and a national flag, the ship resumed its way back, but, weighed 

down by ice and fouling with an engine in poor condition, crashed soon to the ground. 

While, lightweight, wrap resumed share, pulling with it a part of the crew, the other, 

with the captain, remained on the ground, finding shelter under a red curtain, 
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recovered after the disaster along with other equipment. Fortunately adjusted a radio, 

the survivors are calling, picked up by a radio amateur Nikolai Schmidt to 

Archangel . The Moscow authorities, then, ordering the icebreaker "Krassin" heading 

to the survivors. Meanwhile, two Italians, with the Swedish scientist Malmgrem, leave 

the tent, trying to walk to the starting point, Kigsbay. At the same time a Swedish 

driver fails to reach survivors in flight but Italians can bring to the base only one of 

them: the commander Nobile. During the march to Kigsbay Malmgrem he dies while 

disappears in the ice explorer Amundsen, who had generously agreed to participate in 

the rescue. Finally, forty-eight days after the disaster, survivors of the red curtain are 

rescued from "Krassin".

The Red Tent-1969

The complete version in english language

S.O.S. Nobile

  is a version of the  red tent.

Robbery record in New York  - 1971

Sean Connery is a thief , an young amateur radio boy intercept hi radio 

comunication.

Testament  -  1983
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A nuclear war in USA, a boy and a old man escape over the city.

"HIGH FREQUENCY (Qualcuno in ascolto) "  

 1988   Italy

The pastime of  Danny a 11 years  boy amateur turns into a real adventure live when 

help Peter in the Swiss Alps to solve a plot by spies. 

Danny uses the call WM1ATE and Peter uses HB9RFX. Other names used are 

G3CPC and UZ4KV.

Radio communications are among WM1ATE (Danny) Vinalhaven, Maine (island) 

and the North Atlantic HB9RFX (Peter) Switzerland between France and Italy (Mont 

Blanc)

In the film, Danny used the TR-4 transceiver Drake while Peter used two receivers 

ICOM IC-R70 and one yaesu FRG-7 ... difficult for him to contact Danny, hi! The 
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only real call was G3CPC.

Up the volume  - 1990

A father to do at her son a ham radio for contact Arizona.

Ear that call now -  1993 

With  John Travolta, the boy  with the radio of ranger to speak with Santa Claus

"Cliffhanger"   1993

With Stallone, appare an  Yaesu, a FT-101 or 901 .

"A Perfect World" - 1993

It seems to have used a Hallicrafter SR400 or something in the filming of this movie. 

While in the hunt to help locate Robert "Butch" Haynes played by Kevin Costner is 

used by radio amateurs rtx HF.

"Independence Day" - 1996
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COLOSSAL USA, In one scene, in order to help on how to kill the aliens using the 

CW! In the cut version to a news report he says that Caster Ham Radio Operators are 

helping to spread the word on how to get rid of them.

"Fenomenon" - 1996

Nate Pope (Forest Whitaker) playing with a radio and find some scrambled 

transmissions that George Malley (John Travolta), decoding and then gets into trouble 

from the government. Forest Whitaker, as amateur radio, used the call WB6QLF. Use 

one yaesu FT-1000 or TS940

"Confession" - 1996

During World War II some people listen to a broadcast of Howard Campbell (Nick 

Nolte) and listen to him on a Hallicrafter S-38C.

Note: The S-38C was not produced until about the mid-1950s Hollywood has goofed 

again!

"Executive Decision"   - 1996

American action . The film stars Kurt Russell, Steven Seagal, Halle Berry.

The soldiers use the plane's taillights via Morse code to signal U.S. Navy fighter jets 
that they are on board and not to shoot them down.

"The sweet tomorrow"  - 1997
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With Ian Holm that have a earphone in head and have much QSL card in a table.

"The Negotiator"   -  1998

See in the movie an  amatuer radio a kenwood TS-940.

"Contact" - 1997

Cult MOVIE do not miss, hi!

As a child (Jodie Foster) and 'a radioamatrice W9GFO (call exists!), From great 

participate' to the SETI project to Areicbo and then will check 'the VLA Very Large 

Array in New Mexico, where it receives an extraterrestrial signal.

The film is adapted from the novel of the legendary Carl Sagan, writer and scientist 

who had invented a story based on the possibility of contact between the human race 
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and a form of intelligent life from another planet.

"Frequency" - 2000

Cult MOVIE do not miss you!

A good thriller fantastic brand suspended from Back to the Future and Field of 

Dreams.

He tells the story of a man who can be contacted via radio with his father who died 

thirty years ago.

Played by John Sullivan (Jim Caviezel) is that he is talking with his father Frank 

Played by Sullivan (Dennis Quaid), who died decades earlier, after a sort of time 

warp with the northern lights. The call and 'W2QYV the radio used and' a Heathkit 

SB-301.

In the DVD of "Frequency", between the content "extra" there are also interviews 

with two American amateurs: Bruce, N6TFS and Marshall, K6MEF describing the 

'amateur radio.
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"Ditto" - 2000   Korea

Corean movie , is a remeake of the film FREQUENCY of 2000 . Kim Jeong-Gwon

is the director.

"CQ"   -   2002

 It was directed by Roman Coppola, son of Francis Ford Coppola. Right near the 

beginning is cw of a ham calling cq. Can you copy the ham's call? And at the very 

end, after all the credits, is a secret message in cw

"Kangaroo Jack" - 2003
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In one scene of the film it is used a Yaesu FT-101B to communicate with a downed 

plane. Note the plane is in AM aa 120 Mhz while yaesu FT-101B does not receive air 

am those bands!

Bob the Builder: a Cristmas to remember - 2001

 Bob have a radio in the office and comunicate with his brother  Tom in a artic zone.

Wrong Turn  -  2003

in the movie use a  HF Radio Icom to contact the police , the radio is set at 7.040 

MHz.

"Terminator 3 the rebels machine" - 2003

At the end of the film, when John Connor (Nick Stahl) and Kate Brewster (Claire 

Danes) are an old VIP Fall Out Shelter "Crystal Peak", when the radio comes to life 

and begins to shout calling "CQ CQ".

Making Waves Trailer - 2004  GB 

Robert, G4KM meets Rachel, G0KUU on the airwaves with the help of a cosmonaut 
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abandoned stuck on the space station Mir.

  The theme amateur radio, is for the most part of the film.

Radios used: Kenwood TS-940S; Kenwood TS-120V; Yaesu FT-901DM

Another call used in the film G8EIU and G .... ???

"Tune In" - 2006   GB

 best movie on amateur radio !

15 min  Film  englisch

"The Listening"  - 2006  GB

not a movie on amateur radio but on large-scale wiretapping goes quiet in the 

biggest center of the listening world, in England, under the control of the American 

National Security Agency (NSA). To revolutionize the technological capacity reaches 

Ashe, ruthless representative of Wendell-Cranshaw Technologies, a private company 

that has developed a satellite software that can intercept and record any conversation 

that takes place in the vicinity of a mobile phone or land, even when switched off.

(see the movie of  2013   "The numer stations " )

"DAZE Wedding" - 2007

waiting for a call agent Anderson (Jason Biggs) and 'with the Police Radio (Icom IC-
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720) which by the way and' well off!

"I PIRATI DELLO SPAZIO" - 2007   Italia

DOC film on the legendary story of two brothers amateur of Turin the Cordiglia 

brothers and their adventures with radio before Sputnik then with the Russian space 

missions and their visit to NASA.

The Heist Bank - 2008

 with Jason Stratham , a two girls ear  comunication radio of the thiefs .

"The Bank Job" - 2008

An amateur with his Yaesu FT-101 intercept communications of whalkie-talkie style 

70s bandits who are going to steal a bank, and warns of what the police .The film is 

based on a true story
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"Onda Corta" - 2008

Ramon, the only taxi driver in a small country in South America, he makes friends 

with a celebrity via amateur radio contacts.

"Get Smart" - 2008

In the scene where Agent 99 is kidnapped by the agent 23, Maxwell Smart, aka 

Agent 89, communicates via radio with the boss. The radio seems to be a Yaesu FT-

1802M. Looking closely at the S-Meter looks like he's talking to himself!

In addition, the radio displays 143.910 Mhz.

"Cirkus Columbia" - 2011

A story of a boy and his passion to ham radio hobby.

"Super 8" - 2011

The film is set in 1979, in a small Ohio town called Belmont. After a train accident, 

inexplicable events begin to happen. All dogs run away from the city, the lights turn 

on and off, people go away, in a meeting in the town hall a boy amateur stands up 

and says he is listening to strange military communications with its radio. Says the 

deputy sheriff who can be heard on 13.2 ?? MHz? In another scene at the Sheriff's 

Office, they are doing a little 'listening. It seems to be a Heathkit Seneca VHF-1

include use of amateur radio and Morse Code. 
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The Adventures of Tin Tin (2011) and Lincoln (2012) -- all by Stephen 

Spielberg -- all include use of amateur radio and Morse Code. 

In The Adventures of Tin Tin, the main character (Tin Tin) uses a key to send a 

message off a ship.

"THE NUMBERS STATION"  -  2013

Cult MOVIE  not miss you!

not amateur radio movie but the mythical STATION NUMBER .is a genre film 

directed by Kasper Barfoed THRILLER and starring John Cusack, Malin Akerman, 

Lucy Griffiths, Liam Cunningham, Hannah Murray, Joey Ansah, Richard Brake, 

Bryan Dick, Joe Montana, Max Bennett.

John Cusack (Emerson Kent) is a CIA agent must keep Katherine (Malin Akerman), 

a radio operator in a top-secret "Numbers Station". Emerson must take action to 

protect Katherine, forced to watch a train decoder in the desert under attack.

(see my article on my website of  the number station anf hf military comms )
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"THE IMITATION GAME"  - 2014

Cult MOVIE  not miss you !

Really gorgeous, I saw him again last night! OM is not in this movie but      we 

mentioned! In fact they say that the Nazi encrypted radio communications then were 

received by the radio amateur.

is a stunning representation of the life and work of Alan Turing, one of the greatest 

heroes are not recognized in Britain.

Recognized the high valor of Turing bytheQueen Elizabeth in 2013 !

Alan Turing had the merit to have deciphered the so-called codes indecipherable 

German Enigma machine during World War II, and in fact, and 'the father of 

modern computer!

( see my article in PDF of enigma machine and the radio used in WWII )
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"Planes Fire & Rescue"  (2014) 

Disney. There's a number of references and usage of Ham Radio in this movie, 

including one of the characters calling CQ (Cabbie, voiced by Dale Dye), heavy usage 

of a Collins KWM-2 inspired ham radio used to ragchew between the characters, plus 

a Shure Unidyne 55 microphone.

"Interstellar"  (2014)

 in the opening scene at home at breakfast, the main character (Matthew 

McConaughey) has a Kenwood TS-820S in the background (with a Cobra CB on 

top...). The premise of the movie also is the character uses Morse Code to send a 

message through time and space. Cult Movie !

In the book version of The Martian (by Andy Weir), the main character, Mark 

Watney, sends message back to NASA using Morse Code. 

"The Spy Bridge"    (2015)

not an amateur radio movie, with Tom Hanks in the  1961.

At the start of movie there are some vintage military radios......

MARCONI'S   MOVIE
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"Un certo Marconi"   1974   Italy  

Directed by the famous Sandro Bolchi texts Welcome Garone and Diego Fabbri, the 

TV film of 1974 is dedicated to the great self-taught scientist, first Italian Nobel Prize 

for Physics in 1909 at the age of 35, who with his ingenious inventions (radio, 

telegraph without wires ...) has revolutionized the world of communications. In an 

imaginary interview with an American journalist, Marconi traces the milestones of its 

scientific adventure, evoking especially thoughts, feelings and emotions that 

accompanied every conquest achieved. This portrait of an unusual and appealing 

personality of Marconi, the last great craftsman of science, a man who for his 

experiments PREOCCUPIED spools of wire, cans of gasoline and kites, whose 

visionary capacity was combined with an extraordinary capacity business.

To give a face to a Marconi solitary and ironic, is Gualtiero De Angelis, famous 

voice actor, Italian voice of Gary Cooper, Cary Grant, James Stewart. Luigi La 

Monica plays Sid Ross, American journalist (fictional character) that picks up the 

story of the scientist aboard the famous yacht Elettra, rebuilt for the occasion, where 

Marconi made some of his most extraordinary experiments.

"IL MAGO DELLE ONDE"  -  2007     Italy

the documentary film about the youth of Guglielmo Marconi, '' The Wizard of the 

Waves '', is a tribute to the world of communication intends to make to the great 

scientist.

Less than ten years have been unearthed by Professor Giovanni Paoloni at the 

Accademia Nazionale dei Lincei, some notebooks, forgotten for almost a century, 

containing the first notes of the laboratory of young William.

By studying the news and information they contain, the Marconi Foundation scholars 

were able to retrace the steps that brought the young scientist to the invention of radio 

and the subsequent insights that have led, in the last century, the extraordinary 

development of communications that has upset our way of life.

Today these precious documentaries are among the "protagonists" of the fictional 

scenes through which the youth is told by Guglielmo Marconi.

The director Alessandro Giupponi has created a work that, starting from the first 

experiments, reviews the current, exciting developments of communication and 

provides an important contribution to a reflection on the current state of research in 
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this field and its possible future developments.

The narrative part of the early years of the young Marconi, his insights and his early 

experiments that will lead, in time, to revolutionary inventions like wireless 

telegraphy, radio, radar, television, satellite communications.

In the film are described, including fiction, documents footage and interviews to the 

highest authorities in the field, his relationships with family and mother English, it 

will determine the choice of England for the launch of the first patent. His great 

teacher, Prof. Vincenzo Rosa Livorno. The meeting with the famous physicist from 

Bologna, Augusto Righi. His mysterious laboratory, his room "bugs". The first secret 

experiments, who only witness to his mother. The first 5 meters Wireless. The 

experiment of the "Celestine", which proved the ability of the electromagnetic waves 

to pass through the mass of a hill. The concerns of the father. and then its subsequent 

economic support to the experiments of the child. His amazing international success, 

until the awarding of the Nobel Prize. The famous transatlantic transmission and the 

big, epic rescue of human life, from the Titanic to the Nobile expedition crashed in the 

Arctic. and then the extraordinary talent of Marconi which led him to open the British 

factories of Chelmsford.

The film is an important contribution to helping the public understand, and 
especially to the young, as are present in everyday life, and how it will be in the 
future of man, the technologies that have as their point of origin to the genius of 
the great scientist .

"IL COLPO"    2010    Italy

directed by Raffaele Manco

DURATION: 15 Min

The short film on Guglielmo Marconi by Raffaele Manco. The film was presented last 

January 22, 2011 at the CNR in Rome and was welcomed with enthusiasm.

Hit documents the experiment occurred radiotelegraph transmissions and future signal 

of electromagnetic waves, Guglielmo Marconi implemented to Grifone, in the town of 

Pontecchio Bologna. A good film work as a cultural tool to allow the spread of a 

scientific vanguard in 800. A historical-scientific with its success will change not only 

the fate of telecommunications, but will also be the representative of progress in the 

transmission of signals in the medical-scientific.
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Documentary on  Marconi     2013    Germany

We point out that the German broadcaster ZDF (and the Franco-German ARTE, 

which he repeated in the early days of the month of January 2014, in French) 

broadcast the docu-fiction Axel Engstfeld "Das Netz unsichtbare ". The documentary, 

with the help of actors and with an excellent technical support, reconstructs the 

history of the origin of radio fully recognizing the merit of Marconi and indeed 

emphasizing the role of courageous pioneer, often misunderstood at home.

the quality of the documentary seems to be higher than that of the still meritorious 

(but almost never broadcast by RAI) "the wizard of" 2007.

In German, the documentary can be viewed here:

http://www.zdf.de/ZDFmediathek/beitrag/video/1211142/Das-unsichtbare-Net

NUMISMATIC

500 LIRE on MARCONI CENTENARY

Built on  1974 for commemorary the centenary of  born of the famous radio's inventor 

(1874)  Guglielmo Marconi the geniuos inventor. Coin in silver 825.
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TV SPOT

Amazing ….children that contact the ISS space station (not OM a spot movie 

):

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hxU1ZhINaHk

drink Diet Mt. Dew    "Lightning" 

ham-radio and the ...... lightning !!!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c5eavcRXSRY

in the commercial  tv H2 the music of the spot of the jeep  Hummer H2 to do "mm 

mmm mmm mmm" the number two in Code Morse.
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CARTOONS

-  In the episode 9F11 of The Simpson, and in episode Mountain Madness and 

in the  Impossible Missionary....much mentions of ham radio !

Homer is a ham radio with call WA3QIZ that is the call of the executive produce 

David Mirkin. now this call is of the DX Group Savant a Ruckersville, VA
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-  in a episode of The Jetsons Elroy used a interstellar ham radio 

-  in the episode  1ACV03 of  Futurama, Fry speak about an antenna.

-  Dilbert pubblisched of  United Features Syndicate mention in two differents 

cartoon the ham radio !

"PONYO ON THE DOVER         by Miyazaki  -  JAPAN

call  in the  Cartoon is  JA4LL  on  50.194 MHz
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TELEVISION SERIES

KA0XTT  -  "Last Man Standing"  - 2011

in tv series ABC Television, "Last Man Standing"  Mike Baxter (Tim Allen), is  KA0XTT. 

 (Last Man Standing) - series  ABC of 2011

HAM RADIO 
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MENTIONS

In the famous USA series "The Munster"  appar Herman that  say CQ 

CQ....de W2XRL4 use an BC-654  a war radio surplus.

Herman speak with a boys with a whalkie-talkie  (27 Mhz ? ) and he supposed as a 

Alien invasion of Mars !   A little video here:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F-8RItOZE30

ALF the famous puppet (TV, 1986-1990) An Alien Life Form go to Los Angeles 

and Willie Tanner,  an ham radio.
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"THE WAR OF WORLDS"

In the famous drammatized  by Orson Welles on 1938 ,ear an alone amateur radio call 

"CQ".

-  In the movie series "In Like Flint" that series, the radio at "Headquarters" is a 

Drake TR3 I'm pretty sure. This series of movies starred James Coburn and was a take 

off of the James Bond 007 movies.

-  I think in one of the many Titanic movies, maybe a Night To Remember - 1958,
I'm pretty sure I was copying CQD being sent.

-  in the first series of 1967 of Star Trek in "The Space Seed"  an CQ in  morse 

code !
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-   Star Trek: The Next Generation (TV, 1989) Season 2, Episode 15, Pen Pals. 

-  Star Wars (1977) during the battle of the Dark Death ear radio comunications

-   in a 1960 episode of  BBC TV Tony Hancock The Radio Ham, has a ham radio 

stupid .

-  Pubblic Enemy (1998) when a  satellite NSA fly over Will Smith, l'audio is a CQ 

in code Morse.

-  The Twilight Zone 

RFI from an ham radio in this famous series tv :

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6WxOkHCoVfw

-  Fleksnes (1970)  TV serie from norge
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-  The french Atlantic Affair (TV, 1979) appar an old  Radio ATLAS 180 o 250

-   in a episode of  Father Knows Best Bud build an HF ham radio .

-   in a episode of  The Loretta Young call in a chalet to help with a ham radio station

- in a episode of  An america family in two (Season 6 episode 12 e 13), Jim-Bob 

used a ham radio to contact the mother.

- in the season of  M * A * S * H  in the episode  "Spring", Henry use a ham radio 

station.

- in the episode   Maple Street (1960) of  Ai confini della realtà, there is a ham 

radio.

- in  Starsky e Hutch episode of  1974 o 1975 a boy with his ham radio

- in the anime Paranoia Agent the detective Maniwa is a ham radio operator

-in a episode of all mad crew one of the crew  McHale call with an patch telephone 

by a  radio op Stateside Ham.

-  Battlestar Galactica (2004) the comunication have a doppler effect

-   Sky Captain and the tomorrow world (2004), code morse ear.

THE SAINT
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There is an episode of the Saint, where the Saint (Roger Moore) is visiting a person 

on the balcony where there is a radio setup and asks ' Are you a Ham Radio 

Operator?'. I'll have to see if I can find the episode name.

Hogan's Heroes

There is also a 'reference' to amateur radio in the Hogan's Heroes episode where the 

Germans bring in 3 women to get the prisoners to spill secrets. LeBeau is first and 

talks about his Cousin who built radios and used them to talk to people all over the 

world before the war.

american series "The Three Stooges"

COMICS
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In Italy Walt Disney  1966  number 588  Title "Micky Mouse and Goofy Amateur 

radio"

Incredible Hulk - appears Ricks Jones and a brigade of young ham radio boys.

Archie Comics Archie Ham Radio Adventure (1997) 

The adventure of Zack and Max (2002) an project comics by  Icom l'America 
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HAM RADIO SERIES IN HOLLYWOOD

- Several episodes with characters amateurs hit ABC comedy Last Man Standing -

interpretato by Tim Allen as Mike Baxter, KA0XTT

- in the  Tonight Show with Jay Leno on air  13 May 2005 appear an cw contest for 

the high speed with  K7JA of Yaesu USA and  Ken, K6CTW  !

CURIOSITY

in the "oo7 license to kill"  -  1962
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    License to kill

There is a scene with an old valves RTX an  GELOSO probabily an G210-TR

       007 movie scene

David Bowie ( SK  jan. 2016)  Nikola Tesla in the movie of  2006   " The 

Prestige"
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Bob McGwier (N4HY) used a Cray-2 supercomputer ( NASA)  to decode the ham 

radio transmission heard in Star Trek IV !

Is at 1h 12 min , when Scotty try to comunicate to Chekov e Uhura, but  the radio 

comunication have some interferences, one is an HF data , demodulated in FSK.

    star date:  1986 !
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GAME

In  the American game 'Silent Service', could also be called Gato, mid-

1980s, you assume the role of a U.S. WWII submarine commander of a Gato Class 

submarine. Most of these games have different realism play levels, the higher the 

realism the greater the score multiplier. Anyway, as I recall, to play the top realism 

level, hence get the most possible points/score, you received your missions in Morse 

Code. I think it was 20 WPM, but am no longer certain of this speed. The speed may 

even have been adjustable for all I can recall, for even a different score multiplier at 

this top level in the game. I still wonder if a ham was involved in the game's design. 

                                               ------------------------

Many other curiosities 'and goodies on Amateur Radio (HAM   History, OM Vintage' 

70s, stamps, money and barzelette etc..etc ..) in the various Articles made in my 

website:

http://rodolfo-parisio.jimdo.com/nuovi-articoli-2015/

BIBLIOGRAFY:

-  Site radiomarconi.org   by  IK4NYY  Elio

-  site  popculture              by  AC6V  Jeff

PLEASE contact me if have a new movie o series or others info about amateur 
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radio , TNX

UPDATE ON :   7 january  2016

IW2BSF  - Rodolfo Parisio
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